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Abstract
The increased use of pedicle screws in scoliosis creates a challenge for accurate and safe placement of
screw within the pedicle during the scoliosis surgery. Patient-specific templates (PST) is a novel
method to guide the surgeons for allocating and detecting the positions and trajectories of pedicle
screws in scoliosis surgery. Based on CT-scans and according to certain protocol, this technique will
allow the surgeon to construct a 3D model of spine and present the stage and vertebrae which contain
the most deformed bone. With preplanned surgery on specific software, we can develop an accurate
and safe position of pedicle screws and its trajectories. This method has the ability to customize the
placement and the size of each pedicle screw based on the unique morphology and landmarks of the
vertebrae.

Introduction:
Computer-assisted orthopedic surgery (CAOS) based on medical imaging and software has helped in
surgical setup with predictable outcome [1]. 3D printing also permitted rapid prototyping of real
structures to allow the surgeon to simulate and evaluate the surgical steps and the postoperative
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positioning and kinematics prior to the procedure. This technology has also been applied in joint
replacements, complex fractures, plastic surgeries as well as maxilla-facial procedures as it allowed
for the production of patient-specific surgical guides and prostheses [2].
Spinal surgery has benefitted from the use of screw-fixation techniques. Pedicle screws provide viable
bone density to allow for safe anchorage and stability with the corresponding spine(s). In fact, their
use has been quite difficult due to their variable size and direction in addition to the anatomical
complexity of the surgical area. Several methods have been suggested for accurate insertion of pedicle
screws such as fluoroscopy-guided and image-guided methods [3]. Navigation technique was found
accurate but still expensive [4], while patient-specific templates (PST) could be used for precise
insertion and fixation of the screws [5].
The aim of this work is to evaluate the outcomes of PST technique to for pedicle screw insertion and
spinal fixation surgery.

Methods:
This technique relied on CT scans. The DICOM files were converted to 3D digital images to allow for
segmentation and planning. Planning was done on Orthotaix which is proprietary software. 3D
designing considered PST to rest on inferior articular process and lamina which secure a perfect
contact and match with the vertebral surface. Two hollowed cylinders with diameter of 2.5 mm were
used to direct the wire into the correct/accurate trajectories. The template was supported by two
interior rods to secure the template during the drilling process.
The virtual design of the template was converted to stl files, which were transferred to 3D printer for
digital fabrication. The printing technique was fused deposition melting (FDM) and the material used
was polyamide nylon.
Results:
This technique showed its ability to customize the placement and the size of each screw based on the
unique morphology and landmarks of the thoracic vertebrae. It is an easy and accurate method to
allocate the pedicle screws.
Discussion:
Spine has complex anatomy and morphology. Scoliosis causes one or more variations such as
kyphosis, wedging, vertebral rotation and deformed spondylolisthesis. Pedicle screw placement is a
viable option for treating scoliosis but it presents some challenges to surgeons especially in patients
with butterfly vertebrae and posterior fusion; and it is important to address these malformations prior
to the surgical procedure. 3D CT scanning is beneficial in case of overlapping images in 2D images
such as conventional X-ray films. PST has the advantage of designing patient-specific surgical plan to
match the accurate screw size and entry point. It also helps in minimizing surgical errors, save
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operative time, reduce the intraoperative steps and relieve pain quickly as a minimally invasive
procedure [6].
Conclusion:
PST can be used for placement and fixation of pedicle in scoliosis fixation surgeries with good
applicability and high accuracy. The technique reduced the radiation exposure and operative time. The
technique was capable of guiding the surgeons to the correct trajectories of pedicle screws.
Disclosure:
None.
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Figure 1: 3D planning of PST for pedicle screws.
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Figure 2: Virtual view of the PST and placement.
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